The influence of two-dimensional stimulus properties in a reconstruction task with minimal information stimuli.
Effects of viewpoint that are typically found in shape recognition tasks have been interpreted in the past as strong evidence against approaches based on the use of geometric invariants by the human visual system. At first sight, the use of such invariants would indeed predict shape recognition to be viewpoint independent. It has been argued before, however, that the visual estimation of invariants need not itself be invariant. Changes of viewpoint introduce changes in 2D stimulus features. The latter may make the estimation of invariants by the visual system more or less difficult. The present study explores how such 2D features influence estimation distributions in a reconstruction paradigm. Subjects were shown four coplanar dots. They were asked to estimate the position of one of the dots relative to the three others on the basis of a slanted version of the configuration. An estimation distribution was obtained for every position of the dot to be estimated. Biases in these distributions indicated that subjects performed the task by using 2D reference axes that were unambiguously identifiable in both the images of the dot pattern.